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FREE • Published Monda :s and Thursda :s 
Guns a' Blazin Knicllts of the wecfding table. 
Knights drop two-of-three vs. UAB 
in conference series -sEESPORTS,A9 
Former mascots to wed 
in May -SEE NEWS,A2 
On Tuesday: 
Students host free · 
movie screening to help 
fann workers 
by Liset Valle-Jimenez 
Students for a Democratic 
Society and the Youth and 
Young Adult Network of the 
National Farm Worker Ministry 
· are hosting a screening of"H2 
Worker"to raise awareness . 
about immigration and the · 
,ab.uses fa~ng farm workers . 
On W~dnesday: 
Softball faces Florida 
State at home 
by Carlos Pineda 
The Knights hope to rebound 
from a four-gamelosing streak, 
including a loss to in-state rival 
Florida, when they face the 
Noles at home on Wednesday 
night The game is the last 
home game before the Knights 
embark on a two-week away 
streak. , · 
As.always, follow us on · 
Twitter@UCFNews and 
check UCFNews.com for 
breaking new~ updates, 
as well as other Web-
exdusive content. 




Get UCF news sent to your cell 
phone. Just text the keyword 
UCFNEWS to 4;4636. 
AROUND CAMPUS, A2 
EVENT SHOWCASES 
BREAKING OF MLB 
. COLOR BARRIER 
The Devos Sports Business 
Program is hosting a lecture on 
Jackie Robinson, who crossed the 
baseball color barrier. The event is 
in the main UCF Library from · 
12 p.m. until 1 :30 p.rn. 
LOCAL & STATE, A2 
ELEVEN OFFICERS 
New simulation trains for pain 
UCF professor's creation helps nurses "I wanted to come up with a way to maximally 
impact pain management 
in the hospital," Allred said. 
'I wanted to 
· come up with a 







technology begins to per-
colate out of video games 
and into real life applica-
tions, many careers are 
now turning to the new 
technology to help with 
Medalweight 
training and education. ·completed· research on a 
Nurses at the Florida prototype pain manage-
Hospital for Children in ment simulatOF they creat-
Orlando will soon be able ed to help educate nurses 
to enjoy a new pain man- in patient interaction. 
agement simulator created As a result, Allred won a 
by Kelly Allred, an assistant . $10,500 Faculty Scholar 
professor at UCF. Award from Florida Hospi-
Allred, in partnership tal for Children to fund a 
with Dr. Jacqueline Byers, new pediatric simulator. 
The original simulator 
Allred created featured 
two virtual adult patients, a 
male and female, who 
would describe their. pain 
to a simulated nurse in a 
hospital setting. · 









Maximo Peralta spends his days 
driving an almost-empty bus 
aronnd the UCF campus. He said 
he only sees about six or seven pas-
sengers at any given time aboard 
the Black and Gold Line shuttle. 
"They can always find a seat," 
Peralta said. 
Grappling 
. . with 
0 Formorephotos of the wrestlers: www.UCFNews.com 
University of Florida . 
Leading.up to the touma-
ment, the players stayed 
busy practicing and keeping 
in shape. 
The buses, which are operated 
by UCF Parking and Transporta-
tion Services aim "to give UCF stu-
dents, faculty, and staff members a 
viable, alternate means by which to 
get around campus in a safe and 
convenient way," according to the 
Parking Services Web site. 
v1_ctory 
Wresting ·club-pins 1st place 
ADRIENNE CUTWAY 
Contributing Writer 
They held practices five 
days a week and often trav-
eled to compete. 
"It's · very intense, bilt 
obviously it paid off, and we 
couldn't be more excited 
about it," said Steph~n 
DeAugustino, captain and 
vice president of the 
wrestling club. 
This year, the tournament 
was held March 11-13. During 
the the tournament, matches 
are constantly tal<;ing place 
in order to get through_ all 32 
The shuttles run from 7 a.m. 
until 7 p.m. each weekday during 
· fall and spring semesters, and stop 
at 13 locations.around campus. The 
Black Route and Gold Route share 
the same stops, but the Black Route 
runs clockwise; while the Gold 
, Route goes counter-clockwise. 
Andy Rampersad, assistant 
direc_tor of operations for Parking 
and Transportation Services, said 
part of the Black and Gold Line's 
PLEASE SEE NICE ON A4 
· FIRED DUE fO 
ESCAPED PRISONER 
The UCF Wrestling Club 
spent their spring break in 
Hampton; Va., wrestling in 
the National Collegiate 
Wrestling Association 
championship. They have · 
the national title to show for 
it. 
ment every year, but this was 
the first time in five years 
that the team walked away as 
tournament champion. 
They topped · about 50 
schools, including The 
Apprenti<::e S,chool', which 
hosted the tournament and 
won second place, Marion 
Military Institute and the 
. brackets, making·for a rigor-
ous three days. 
"The NCWA tournament 
is set up where there's a 
. weekend of regionals held 
More correction officers have been 
fired as Osceola County continues 
to discipline workers for an ·escape. 
Eleven officers were fired Friday 
and five others have been 
suspended'without pay. 
POLITICAL PARTY 
FORMED FROM TEA 
'PARTY MOVEMENT 
Florida now has an officialTea ' 
Party political party.The party, 
created by Fred O'Neal, now has a 
candidate officially on the 2010 
Qallot to challenge Democratic 





















The UCF team partici-
pates in the NCWA tourna-
' . 
PL.EASE SEE WRESTLING ON A3 GEORGE OEHL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Part of the mission of the Black and Gold Line is to 
prevent students from driving from lot to lot 
Breaking down the $15.5 million ASF budget 
JEFFREY RILEY 
Editor-in-Chief 
On Thursday, the Stu-
dent Government Associa-
tion Senate passed the 2010-
2011 Activity & Service Fee 
Budget with a vote of 41-0. 
The_ budget, totaling $15.5 
million. will act as the fund-
ing device for the Student 
Union, the Recreation & 
Wellness Center, regist~d 
student organizations, as 
well as campus 'agencies 
such as the Office of Stu-
dent Invplvement and the 
Campus Activities Board. 
Every year, the ASF Bud-
get Committee, compos~d 
of members of the SGA 
Senate, executive branch as 
well as open spots for 
optional nqn-SGA students, 
spends about five months 
developing the budget 
Accompanying the bill is 
the proviso - the legislative 
bill that holds instructions 
on how to properly use the 
budget. 
The budget will take 
effect in July. 
While the MSC Funding 
Board's zero-funding 
grabbed headlines, the rest 
of the budget was also 
debated by the senate. 
RSOs are receiving 
$291,338, down from 
$649,431 that organizations 
qfficially requested. 
There were 72 different 
organizations requesting 
money, with 43 of those 
qualifying to receive funds. 
JEFFREY RILEY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Student Government Association Senate heard eight amendments before passing the $15.5 million dollar budget. 
High reversion rates of 
money from previous budg-
, ets and new· events kept 
some groups from being 
funded 
Of those groups getting 
money, the Greek Council is 
getting · the most with 
$40,000. Of that, $32,000 
goes to "Greek life program-· 
ming," and $8,000 ·go~s to 
"Greek lea~ership chal-
lenge." 









News and notices for 
the UCF community 
Breaking the color barrier 
The Devos Sport Busi-
ness Management Pro-
gram is hosting a lecture 
on Jackie Robinson, who 
crossed the color barrier 
in baseball The event will 
be held at the UCF Library 
on Monday from 12 p.m. 
until 1:30 p.m. 
Call 407-823-5982 for 
more information. 
Get cultured with the MSC 
The Multicultural Cen-
ter and the Office of Stu-
dent Involvement allows 
students to learn about 
study abro~d and 
exchange student pro-
grams. The event is on 
Tuesday from 1 p.m.. to 2 
p.m. at the Egmont Key of 
the Student Union. 
PHOTO COURTESY ~OOZBEH MEGHOAOI 
James Nanasy and Ainanda Woodie met when they both previously played UCF's mascot Knightro. The mascot will make a~ appearance and their wedding. 
Tips and tools for finding jobs . KNIG ·o-MONY Career Services is host-
ing an information session 
about the job market and 
how to effectively search 
for work. The event is held 
on Wednesday frpm ll a.m. 
to noon at Career Services 
in the Ferrell Commons 
building. 
Two former mascots tie the knot, with a special gold g~est 




Keep local with headlines 
you may have missed 
New political party formed 
from tea party movement 
ORLANDO - Florida 
now has an official Tea 
Party. 
As tens of thousands of 
angry conservative voters 
began protesting big gov-
ernment and federal 
spending, Fred O'Neal 
decided to tap into that 
energy and create a state-
recognized political party 
- the Tea Party. 
The party now has a 
candidate on the 2010 bal-
lot to challenge Democra-
tic U.S. Rep. Alan 
Grayson. 
· Eleven officers fired due to 
escaped gang leader 
KISSIMMEE - More 
correction officers have 
been fired as Osceola 
County continues to dis-
cipline workers for an 
escape. 
Eleven officers were 
fired Friday and five other 
jail employees have been 
suspended without pay. 
The employees are 
among 30 being disci-
plined for the February 
escape of gang , leader 
Michael Rigby, who is still 
on the run. 
LET US KNOW 
JESSICA GtLLESPIE "In lieu of that we . did our 
Contributing Writer engagement shoot at UCF:' she 
said 
When UCF alumni James The couple plan to 'have 
Nanasy and Amanda Woodie Knightro in the w'edding as an 
frrst met, all they saw was the usher and in a skit where he'll 
face of Knightro, UCFs mascot. provide the wedding rings to 
Their days of being motivating . the pair. 
mascots may be over, but their Nanasy and Woodie started 
relationship endures because , d~ting in January of 2002 after 
these former Knightros are · spending so much time together 
marrying on May 14. at events and in their spare time. 
Nanasy proposed to Woodie' Michael Callahan, the cur-
on New Year's Eve at Universal rent coach of the mascot team, 
Studios during a Temptations met the pair at Knightro trials in 
concert. 2002. Callahan said the 
'We were in the front row, Knightros did a Jot of team 
snapping a million pictures building activities like scav-
right under the big sign that said enger hunts and sleepovers. 
'Don't take any pictures,"' "Once we started doing 
Woodie said. "Someone came activities as a team, you just 
from backstage with the securi- start going out, four or five of 
ty guard and said, 'Sir, you need you;' Nanasy s~d 
to come with us,' and I thought Woodie said she realized she 
he was getting busted for having had feelings for Nanasy when, at 
the camera." one point, they were the 
A few· minutes later, a only two pn the team. 
woman came to get Woodie. As . Once more team-
she was led backstage, she wor- mates were added, 
ried that Nanasy was in trouble. Woodie said she 
Once backstage, she saw her was a bit jealous. 
boyfriend standing on stage Nanasy and 
with the Temptations. Woodie missed 
"When the Temptations each · other 
were performing I went up on when they 
stage· and they brought her up t} 
and I proposed," Nanasy said. 
"Then they sang 'My Girl"' 
After getting engaged. it was 
time to plan the wedding. 
Woodie said they considered 
using black and gold for their 
wedding colors, but her friends 
discouraged her from doing 
so. 
LOCAL WEATHER 
weren't the only Knightros and 
weren't spending all of their 
. time together. 
Before he was Knighfro, 
Nanasy was a member of the 
drumline .for three years. 
"I saw Knightro at the events i 
· and I thought it would be·some-
thing that was just really fun and 
different," he said '1 wanted to 
be involved with athletics and 
school spirit, but not necessarily 
·the drumline anymore;' 
Woodie danced all through 
high school, but missed the 
UCF dance auditions, so she 
. tried out for Knightro instead 
"It was kind· of unconven-
tiorial, but it seemed.like a fun 
thing to-do,'' she said 
Nanasy said his experience 
as Knightro was incredible. 
He used to smile in pictures 
with fans, even though his cos-
tume covered his face. 
"It's really hard to put into 
words," he said. "There are so 
many unique experiences you 
only get by doing that. It's wild 
because it takes a while to 
adapt to it:' 
After eight years together, 
the former Knightros still 
have fun and make each 
other laugh. 
, ''The joke is that one 
· day we'll have kids who 
will sit here a,nd 
be our audi~ 






The Future is working 
to compile information 
. about organizations and 
events in the UCF commu-
nity for our calendar on 
UCFNews.com and the 




TODAY IN DETAIL 
Today: Zero percent chance of 
rain. East wi~d around 11 mph. 0 Tuesday High:84° SUNNY Low: 61° 
If you know of any 
information you or your 
organization would like u.s 
to include, send an e-mail 
to Events.CFF@gmail.com 
AUDITION 
Looking for singer to sing at Special Extrayagant 
Events at Central Florida Entertainment Venues. 
WHEN: Friday, April 9, 2010 
TIME: 6:30 p.m .. -9:30 p.m. 
WHERE: Valencia Community College - EAST Campus 
Building 3, room 124 - Choir Room 
WHEN: Friday, April 23, 2010 
TIME: 6:30 p.m. -9:30 p~m. 
High:85° 
Low:60° 
WHERE: Valencia Community College - WEST Campus 
Building 5, room 111 - Auditorium 




Tonight: Clea·r into the evening. $ Wednesday High: 85° East wind aroun.d'10.mph. PARTLY CLOUDY Low:64° ' 
-
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Wrestling club not official sport, but still serious 
FROM Al 
two weeks before nation-
als, and then based off that 
the coaches in the. com-
mittee . get together and 
figure out who's compet-
ing, who are the top 
wrestlers in each division 
and who are the top 
wrestlers overall," said 
Richard Rippy, a UCF jun-
ior and president of the 
wrestling club. 
-Some of the UCF nota-
bles who competed 
include DeAugustino, 
who placed fourth and 
competed in the 133-
pound division, Alex 
Chiricosta who placed 
fourth in the 125-pound 
division, Rippy who 
placed third in the 197-
pound division and C.J. 
Hauser who placed third 
in the 174-pound divisioIL 
The UCF Wrestling 
Club earned a total of 128 
points at the tournament, 
beating the next leading 
contender by 16.5 points. 
The NCWA held a ban-
quet for the wrestlers where 
they received their awards. 
Officially, the wrestling 
club is not considered a 
school team, but rather a 
sports club. 
Title IX of the Educa-
tional Amendments Act of 
1972 requires, among 
other things, that women 
be given the same oppor-
tunity to participate in 
sports as meIL 
The university did not 
have enough money to 
add on women's teams, so 
some of the less popular 
sports teams were cut. 
Being a club rather 
than a varsity sport means 
the wrestlers receive less 
funding, but it also has its 
advantages. 
"The great thing is that 
the students are really get-
ting developed through 
this," Catherine Garland, 
the sports club coordina-
tor, said. "They're gaining 
budgeting skills and· 
scheduling skills. It's like 




ons won't help the 
wrestlers gain varsity 
team status, but it will 
help them gain sponsors 
and· recruit members for 
next year. 
As in previous years, 
the wrestlers plan to com-
pete in the tournament 
next spring to defend 
their title: 
"It was a matter of 
everything coming 
together and working 
out," said the club's coach 
Jason Baima, a former · 
UCF student, speaking of 
the team's recent wiIL 
According to Baima, 
the team had been build-
ing up for this win all sea-
son and even for the past 
several years. 
This year, the team's 
motto was "stay hungry," 
meaning always be 
focused, and never stop 
working toward the wiIL 
For more information 
on the wrestling club or 
the tournament, visit 
UCFwrestling.net. 
[Human Papillomavims Quadrivalent 
(Types 6, 11, 16,and 18) Vacdne, Recombinant] 
AUSTIN BYNON / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF wrestling dub won.the National Collegiate Wrestling Association championship for the first time in five years. . . 
INTERESTED IN. tiARDAS/l! 
tiARDAS/1..1S WIDELY AVAILABLE .AND MANY 
PRIVATE INSURANCE PLANS* COVER· 11. 
TALI TO YOUR CAMPUS-HEALTH CENTER OR 
OTHER HEALTH CARE PROF~SSIONAL. 
You are encouraged to report negative side ~ffects of prescription drugs 
to the FDA .. Visit www.fda.g~v/medwatch or call 1.-800-FDA-1088. 
ec sses • 
•) 
... 
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CREOL and electrical engineers join forces 
MEGAN ANDERSON 
Contributing Writer 
A new academic track 
will be offered to electrical 
- engineering majors begin-
ning this fall. 
David Hagan, associate 
dean for academic pro-
grams at the College of 
Optics and Photon.ics, said 
CREOL and the School of 
Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science decid-
ed to join forces in order to 
offer more students an 
education in the vastly 
growing field of optics and 
photonics. · 
"Optics and photonics . 
are closely related to engi-
neering and physics," 
Hagan said. 'We chose to 
partner with the engineer-
ing major because engi-
neering is a very large col-
lege, and there are a large 
number of students.''. 
This specialization in 
the electrical engineering 
degree would prepare stu-
dents for new career 
opportunities in fields 
such as telecommunica-
tions. 
Hagan said that the col-
leges have been working 
on this track for more than 
a year. A committee of 
three faculty members 
from each college was 
formed to help plan for the 
new track, which will offer 
three new classes includ-
ing Introduction to Pho-
tonics and two specialized 
courses, one in imaging 
and the other in fiber-
. optic communications. 
Issa Batarseh, director 
of electrical engineering 
. and computer science at 
UCF, said the classes will 
be taught by CREOL facul-
ty who will also provide 
advising for the students. 
The track will be housed 
within the School of Elec-
trical Engineering and 
Computer Science. 
"This will offer a really 
unique and innovative 
opportunity for under-
graduates to focus on a 
specialization and for the 
colleges to collaborate," 
Batarseh said. 
The committee will 
have to work together to 
prevent scheduling con-
flicts because CREOL is a -
graduate college, and 
CREOL faculty will be 
teaching the new track, 
Hagan said. 
'We will need to work 
together to schedule class-
es and offer courses that 
Cff ARCHIVE 
CRE0L is partnering with the School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science to offer a new track this fall. 
. g 




Taste around -our 
.new small plates 
. menu of 30 items 
fromjust$3 
HOU LI HAN'S 
R EST AURAN T + , BAR 
9150 International Dr. 
407.363.0043 
2600 E. Colonial Dr. 
407.894.3009 
8520 W. lrlo Bronson Memorials Hwy. 
407.809.0900 . 




2 FOR 1 DOMESTIC 
DRAFTS, HOUSEWINES 
& WELL COCKTAILS 
WILD MUSHROOM & 
ARUGULA FLATBREAD 
02010 Houlihan's Restaurants, Inc. 
( . 
... 
integrate well with the 
College cif Engineering. 
prereqwsites," Hagan said. 
''.Although we will be 
teaching the courses, we 
have to meet all of · the 
requirements for the elec-
trical engineering major.'' 
The track gives engi-
neering students the 
opportunity to learn from 
world-class researchers 
from ill1 internationally 
recognized college of 
optics and photonics here 
at UCF, Hagan said. 
Although CREOL is a 
graduate school, Hagan 
doesn't expect teaching <;>n 
an undergraduate level to 
be much different. 
"The students in the 
track will be juniors and 
seniors who are fairly 
advanced in the course-
work, so it won't be that 
different than teaching on 
a graduate level," Hagan 
said. 
Even though UCF has 
lost several majors and 
programs to budget cuts, 
Hagan said the track will 
not cost either college 
more money. 
"We did not have to 
hire any new faculty for 
this track," Hagan said. 
'We may have had to do a 
little bit of readjusting, but 
there is no new money for 
this." 
Bahaa Saleh, dean of 
CREOL, and Nabeel Riza, 
a CREOL professor, are 
both scheauled to teach a 
course for the new track. 
Batarseh believes the 
new photonics track will 
not only help benefit cur-
rent electrical engineering 
students, but could also 
help increase enrollment 
atUCF. 
"It allows existing el~c-
trical engineering stu-
dents to take these elec-
tives and can act as a 
stepping stone for those 
interested in going to 
graduate school," Batarseh 
said. · 
Amber Scheurer is a 
junior undergraduate elec-
trical engineering major as 
well as an undergraduate 
research assistant in 
nanophotonics and plans 
to take the courses in fall 
2011. 
"Being involved in 
research here has been 
really interesting, so I 
think it would be exciting 
to learn more about optics 
and photonics and get 
exposed to different types 
of topics within optics and 
photonics too," Scheurer 
said. 
Although prior to the 
new track students did not 
have much opportunity to 
work with professors in 
CREOL, Scheurer said she 
is thankful to have the 
opportunity to work with • 
such a prestigious school 
"I think it's a really 
great opportunity because 
CREOL itself is one of 
only three optics colleges 
in j:he country/' she said. 
. • • GEORGEOEHL / CENTRAL fLORIDAFUTURE 
The Black and Gold Line buses usually have only six or seven rid_ers at a time, except for on football gamedays: 
. Nice weather, empty rides 
FROM Al . · • . Do you ride the 
Blade and Gold? 
mission is to prevent stu- www.UCFNews.com 
dents from driving from ' · 
one parking lot to anoth- . riding the bus for years, 
er. and uses it for a variety of 
"The main goal is pret- reasons. 
ty much to transport stu- "For class, or go to an 
dents from one side [of event when the roads are 
campus] to another side," crowded," said Williams. 
said Rampersad. Peralta said football 
While not all students gamedays are espec~ally 
take advantage of this busy. 
free ride, the ones that do 'i\ lot of peqple come 
use it co{lSistently. · on the bus and look for 
Peralta said he sees a the game," Peralta said. 
lot of the same students Another factor in the 
using the bus each day. amount of students that 
Marcus Williams, an ride the bus is the weath-
elementary education er. Peralta pointed out 
and hospitality manage- that when it gets' really 
ment major, said he does- hot or rainy, students are 
n't usually see many peo- more likely to take the 
ple when he rides the bus. However, because it 
shuttle. · has been so nice outside 
'Whenever I am on it, lately, his routes · have 
it's like five people max · been rather slow. 
on there," said Williams. The busiest stops on 
He said h e has been Peralta's route are the 
Burnett Honors College 
stop and the stop near the 
College of Health and 
Public,: Affairs, Engineer-
ing. and CREOL Build-
ings. 
One thing Williams 
said the bus line could 
add "some kind of elec-
. tric system on the stops 
to show the status of 
when the next shuttle is 
coming, in case it's on tJ:ie 
other side of campus and 
you don't have time to 
wait forever to get where 
you need to go.'' 
Williams said he Jeels 
that the Black and Gold 
Line is worth his fee 
money. 
"I'm so glad we have it 
because it saves my gas 
and I can just ride around 
the campus whenever for 
pleasure, scenery,. or to 
get somewhere around 
the other side of cam-
pus," he said. 
• Preventative Care 
1870 N.Alafaya Tr. 
Orlando, FL 32828 
(Across from Race Trac) 
Hi-tech, extremely comfortable office. 
Visit our website at 
www.AlafayaDentistry.com 
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Simulation technology helps nurses practice 
FROM Al 
Nurses input informa-
tion and assessments into 
the program based on the 
character's described pain 
and the simulated nurse 
will then make recom-
mendations for treat-
ments to the patient. 
"Simulation is a huge 
component in not only 
the :qealth industry but 
the Department of 
Defense, the Department 
of Education, the VA --
that's one of the reasons 
that Central Flori-
da has grown into 
teaching pain manage-
ment in a different medi-
um to nurses who may 
not want to go back to a 
traditional classroom set-
ting. 
"I know that when I sit 
in a classroom or meeting, 
if I'm just sitting there lis-
tening, after about 20 
minutes my mind begins 
to drift," she said. ':And 
that's true with nurses 
too. I thought if I could 
come up with a way to 
make it a little more fun to 
learn, they may learn 
the nation's llal feel • 
largest concen- . ~ you pain 
more and integrate what 
they've learned into their 
practice." · 
The new pediatric sim-
ulator, which will feature 
child patients and their 
parents, will help educate 
nurses on how to commu-
nicate not only with chil-
dren, but also with their 
concerned parents. 
This type of learning 
reflects a trend that many 
nursing students may 
have already encountered 
and learned from. For 







Eileen Si:nith, an 
employee at 
UCF's Institute of 
Simulation Tech-
The disaJl&yol a mulaled gene that can Slllilcl1 pang stmuli 
an and oll laise.5 prospect al a new dass of~ with no 
nology. 
For Allred, 
who teaches a 
class in pain man-
agement nursing 
at UCF, patient 
interaction in 
pain manage-
ment is especially 
personal to her. 
Aside from her 
doct~ral study in 
the subject, 
Allred was the 
2008 Po·ster 
Award Wmner at 
the National 




Her study on 
simulation tech-
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11651 University Boulevard 
407-513-9000 
www.residenceinn.com/mcore 
• 99 Fully Equipped Suites 
• Complimentary Full Breakfast Buffet 
• Complimentary Social Hour 
M-TH 6:00pm -7:30pm 
• Daily Housekeeping Service 
• Outdoor Pool, Jacuzzi & Sportscourt 
• High Speed Internet Access 
e 
simulation practices in the 
nursing program at UCF 
has become commonplace. 
"We've done three or 
four simulations," Mor-
timer, a senior in the accel-
erated nursing track at UCF 
said "They're really helpful. 
It gives you the closest look 
at what it's like. I think it's 
really useful." 
After the prototype was 
created through the script-
ed scenes, the development 
of the new simulator began 
at UCF's Institute ofSimu-
lated Technology. Smith 
and Michael Camey are in 
charge of the creation of the 
new simulator at the Media 
Convergence Lab, and they 
work with Allred on the 
-/ 
new device. 
Smith and Camey were 
also part of the team of tra.: 
ditional and 3-D artists who 
helped to create the original 
prototype simulator. 
"The actual creation of 
the 3-D models, or assists, 
took only a couple of a 
weeks or two:' Camey said. 
"However planning how we 
wanted the patients to look 
and behave while in the 
simulation took about three 
weeks of planning, imple-
mentation and collabora-
tion between the designers 
and subject matter expert 
[Dr. Allred]." 
For Allred, her experi-
ence as a staff nurse begin-
ning in 1988 has helped ere-
ate a clear and accurate 
image for nurses to make 
-the simulation more realis-
tic. · . 
For aspiring nurses like 
Mortimer, who is also a 
mother and can relate to 
parents of pediatric 
patients, this improvement 
in communication will ben-
efit the relationship 
between nurses and par-
ents. 
·~ lot of people look at 
nurses as 'you don't know 
what yo11're doing, give me a 
doctor,"' Mortimer said. 
"But what they don't realize 
is that nurses are the ones 
who have to nurse you back 
to health. Nurses are there 
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'FREE NEWSt 
ONYOUR CELL PHONE 1 
FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE · 
Do you want to get 
news and updates 
from the Central 
Florida Future? 
Reply A to set alert. 
How Do I Text UCFNEWS to 44636? 
(euttal :floriba :future 
Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central 
Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a list of 
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in 
the know while on the go! 
•Carrie\ text messaging rates apply 
DO YOU 
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Students nm in wtdies 
for new charity event 
JESSIE KRISTOF 
Contributing Writer 
Running around school 
in underwear might sound 
like it's a scene from a 
nightmare, but Steven 
Harowitz, creator and 
event coordinator of the 
Undie Classic, considers it 
a chance for philanthropy 
and tradition. 
The Mu Psi Chapter of 
Sigma Nu Fraternity at 
UCF will host its first ever 
underwear run for charity 
Friday, April 9. Participants 
will run a mile around 
campus in nothing but 
their underwear. 
Students will strip off 
their clothes to donate 
· them to charity at 6 p.m. on 
Memory Mall. Goodwill, a 
nationwide company that 
provides low-cost thrift 
items, will be there to pick 
up the clothing donations. 
"Goodwill is quite large 
within the Orlando area, so 
we saw it as a perfect 
opportunity to help out an 
already amazing company 
with added clothing dona-
tions;' Harowitz said. 
Participants must pres-
ent a valid UCF I.D. and 
pay a $2 registration fee at 
the event. Participants may 
register individually or 
with a team or organiza-
tion. 
Underwear or bathing 
suits may be worn but, 
Harowitz encourages run-
ners to be creative with 
their costumes, even plan-
ning themes for a 
group. 
Undergarments 
that are considered 
too revealing will dis-
qualify participants. 
For the timid, clothing 
items such as pajama 
pants and tank tops 
maybe worn. 
All proceeds will bene-
fit Knight-Thon, a group at 
UCF that raises money for 
the Children's Miracle-Net-
work. The Children's Mira-
cle Network is a nonprofit 
charity that provides 
money to children's hospi-
tals. 
'We chose Knight-Thon 
because it is UCF's largest 
student-run philanthropy, 
and we couldn't be happier 
to help contribute to their 
cause," said Joseph 
Lebowitz, public relations 
chair for Sigma Nu. 
The one-mile course 
begins at Memory Mall 
and will go through Greek 
Park, Millican Hall, by the 
Reflecting Pond, the UCF 
Library, the Student Union 
and end back at Memory 
Mall. 
To add a twist, various 
runners' stations will be set 
up along the course, 
including a misting water 
station, a techno station, a 
crowd support station, a 
spirit station and a surprise 
station. . 
"It is a -great stress 
reliever," Lebowitz said. "It 
.raises money for a charity, 
and elicits clothing dona-
tions for an amazing organ-





to run through the Student 
Union in your underwear." 
Sigma Nu has done four 
months of planning for this 
event. The planners hope 
to make the underwear run 
a new tradition for the 
school 
An underwear run may 
be a new idea to the UCF 
community but colleges 
and universities across 
America, from Ivy Leagues 
to the University of Flori-
da, b,ave made a tradition 
ofit. 
According to a Sigma 
Nu news release, the Uni-
versity of California at Los 
Angeles underwear runs 
have exceeded 8,000 par-
ticipants recently. 
"Our student body is 
craving new traditions and 
this event hopefully will 
help quench that thirst," 
Harowitz said. "This is a 
great way to do something 
you might never • have 
another chance to do, all 
while helping two local 
charities. It doesn't get 
much better than that." 
More rules and infor-
mation can 'be found · at 
TheUndieClassic.com. 
OVER 200 SQ FT OF PRIVATE BEDROOMS & WALK-l·N (~LOSETS 
APRIL 16 I PARTYGRAS I The Village @ Science Dr I 1-6pm 
APRIL 17 I BATTL~ OF THE BANDS I Alafaya Club I 2-7pm 
LIVE REMOTE FROM 106.7FM, FREE FOOD, GIVEAWAYS, PRIZES & FUN 
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Gym, Student Union and SGA get allocations 
FROM Al 
The second most-fund-
ed group was the Society· 
of ~utomotive Engineers, 
getting a total of $14,000. 
All of their funds are for 
construction of both a For-
mula-style race car as well 
as an off-road car for com-
petitions. 
l Agencies get a total of $13,223,204, the largest 
grouping of money within 
the whole ASF pie. 
~ Fourteen agencies are 
Sft to get money. Toe 
agency receiving the most 
~ding is the RWC, which 
is getting $4,711,458. With 
tlJ.~ budget being approved, 
11'.ie $19,900 to replace the 
~ent TV wall in the gym 
~goodtogo . . 
Coming in second place 
is the Student Union, 
which is getting $3,307,068. 
television system to broad-
cast campus and Union 
events, and $10,718 for a 
new woodshop and paint 
room for workers. 
The biggest change 
from the previous budget 
is an added $68,130 to 
replace the second floor 
carpet with black and car-
pet to match the first flooi: 
SGA gets $1,985,458 of 
· the budget 
Included in their execu-
tive branch budget is 
$160,000 for a 24-hour 
study space area to be 
located in the meeting 
areas near the UCF Arena. 
The space, which is 
expected to hold about 120 
people, is planned to have 
couches and chairs, as well 
as a boardroom style meet-
ing area 
• The Student Union is 
projected to get $1,241,301 
in revenue during the 
budget year, which offsets 
the original $4,548,369 
amount 
During the March 5 
meeting of the ASF Budget 
Committee, President-
elect Michael Kilbride said 
that members of SGA, OSI 
or even Housing & Resi-
dence Life resident hall 
and apartment patrol 
members could staff the 
facility around the clock. 
The projected opening 
• JEFFREY RILEY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
, Within the Student 
ynion's budget is $19,900 
1 t aside to purchase a new 
The Activity & Service Fee Budget Committee presented the bill and budget to the senate on Thursday. The committee answered questions and debate from other senators. 
date for the study space is 
in August 





including: • FREE e-file 
• Maximum Refund Guarantee1 
• H&R Block Guarantee2 
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We Don't See A Crust. 
We See A Canvas. 
j 
Approved Caterer of UC~. 
free Appetizer for 11(1' students on Tuesdays. 
Waterford Lakes Town Center 
Across from Barnes & Noble 
407.384.5689 
www.cpk.com 
Ont offer per check, per visit. Not to be combined with 11ny other offer. 
SIO minimum purcht1st required. Valid up t-0 $8.99. Hust show IJ(f ID. 
·) 
0 0 s. 
Are the classes you need next semester full? 
Need a class to graduate on tµne? 
Consider taking it at a UCF Regional Campus .. 
With classes in business, education, psychology and more, UCF Regional Campuses offer 
you 11 locations to choose from and class times that fit your schedule. To learn more, contact 
an advisor at rcadvising@mail. ucf .edu. 





TUESDAY 4.6 .10 
12pm MSC presents Cultural Knights. The Office of International Studies study abroad alumni 
and current international exchange students share how to prepare for an overseas 
experience and how to approach cultural issues while studying abroad. Egmont Key 224 
l -:- 2pm VUCF presents Get Real Mentoring. RSVP to: vucf_mentor@mail.ucf .edu. 
WEDNESDAY 4.7.10 
11 am - 1 pm VUCF presents Green Ribbon Day. RSVP to: vucf_getcarded@mail.ucf.edu. 
2 - 5pm VUCF presents Recess at Orlando Day Nursery. RSVP to: vucf_youth@mail.ud.edu. 
2:30 - 4:30pm VUCF presents The Literacy Project. RSVP to: vucf_mentor@moil.ucf.edu. 
7pm MSC and RWC present Bollywood Dance Workshop. Master class workshop for men and 
women by Khush from Bombay, Indio. RWC 115/116 
8pm CAB Presents Java Jives. Take a coffee break with CAB and jive to the grooves of spoken 
word and jazz music featuring slam poets, "The Dynamic Duo," as well as performances from 
UCF students and Mr. UCF. Free coffee and pastries! SU Cape Florida Ballroom 
THURSDAY' 4.8.10 
] lam MOC p~ts Svil~ li11LOCKS Wakshop Series: Yoo Can't See It But Ifs There. Goin a 
deeper 1Umrl'er.stondim9 of hidden d1sobuiffes thot Qfe a part of evetydoy fife for many of our 
fui'emds. f,Olfri'tiLyr ~. Olftd: peers. SU Sand Key 220 
ljp'1/T/ll loR1f ILeoderslhip Workshop ·"Officer frofflhoo~"' Pick up some tips on transitioning from 
OJ:1e e--bOO!idi to the inat SU 218AB 
FRIDAY 4. 9 .1 0 
8:30am - 4pm VUCF presents lake Claire Trail Restoration. RSVP to: vucf_animals@mail.ucf .edu. 
9:30am - 2:30pm VUCF presents A Day at Camp. RSVP to: vucf _youth@mail.ucf .edu . 
SATU RDAY 4 .10 10 
8am - 1 pm VUCF presents Keep Brevard Beautiful Beach Cleon-Up. RSVP to: 
vucf_southern@mail.ucf.edu . 
12 - 6pm VUCF presents Hats, Teas, and History. RSVP to: vucf_arts@mail.ucf .edu. 
(. ( . 
FOR BREAKING NEWS AND UPDATES ON UCF SPORTS, FOLLOW US ON TWITTER @TSRUCF AND @CFFSPORTS 
www.CentrafFJoridaFuture.com • Monday, April 5, 2010 
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Ronnie Richardson and the Knights scored 16 unanswered runs on Friday for a 16-7 win, but fell to 18-12 on the season and 2-4 in conference play after dropping a doubleheader to the UAB Blazers on Saturday. 
Knights win series opener, offense 
sputters in doubleheader versus UAB 
KNIGHTS NOTES: UCF VS. UAB SERIES NOTABLES 
ALLEN LEVIN Owen Dew (4-1) got into a groove 
StaffWriter after a rough se,mnd inning, throw-
ing three scoreless innings for his 
The Knights dropped both games fourth win of the year. Third base-
of their doubleheader against the men Derek Luciano also had a big 
UAB Blazers_on Saturday after taking night at the dish, going 3 for 6 with 
the first gatne of the series Friday in four RBI. . 
dominating fashion with a 16-7 rout Friday's strong outing did not 
· However, the Blazers responded carry over to Saturday as UCF strug-
with two straight victories by shut- gled to put runs on the board and 
ting down the Knight offense. In the was unable able to contain UAB's 
first game of the doubleheader, UAB offense. 
(17-9, 4-2 in Conference USA) defeat- The Blazers held a firm lead the 
ed UCF (18-=12, 2-4) 7-2 and then fol- entire game ancl held UCF scoreless 
lowed up with a 6-1 win in the second until the bottom of the ninth but it 
game. was already too late. -
In Friday night's matchup, the The Blazers came firing right out 
Knights posted 16 µnanswered , of the gates when Luke Stewart hit a 
runs behind Chris Duffy's strong two-run double in the first inning. 
performance as the senior went 3 UCF starter Nick Cicio was replaced 
for 5 with a homerun, his 13th of early in the second inning as UAB 
the season. continued to chip away, taking a 5-0 
THIRD LONGEST IN UCF HISTORY 
Chris Duffy extended his hitting streak to 20 
games over the weekend, which ranks as the 
third longest in program history. He is six 
games shy of tying Mike Myers record of26 set 
back in 2001. 
CAN'T CLOSE THE DEAL 
UCF has won the opening game of both its C-
USA series, followed by dropping the final two. 
lead by the fifth inning. 
UAB starting pitcher Beau Pen-
der shut dQwn the Knights, pitching 
8.1 innings with 10 strikeouts. Ben 
Bullard closed the game for the Blaz-
ers in the ninth, despite giving up 
two runs. 
In the second game of the double-
header, the Knights once again strug-
gled to find offense. They were limit-
ed to six hits and had only three 
against Blazers starting pitcher Ryan 
pods briefs Foo hall pr vi 
MIDDLE OF THE PACK 
The Knights are tied for fifth place in conference 
with Houston and'Marshall at2-4.Memphis, 
Rice, Tulane and UAB are tied at the top at 4-2. 
THE.300 CLUB 
Eight UCF batters are hitting over .300 this 
season, with Chris Duffy and Shane Brown 
paving the way, hitting .478 and .444, 
respectively. 
Woolley (2-2). Woolley threw 6.2 
scoreless innings and fanned five 
batters. 
UCF starting pitcher Alex Besaw 
lasted less than two innings after 
UAB right fielder Ryan Ussery blast-
ed a two-run homer in the second to 
give his team a 3-0 lead 
Despite the loss, Duffy continued 
his strong play, going 1 for 3 to extend 
PLEASE SEE DUFFY ON AlO 
Women's tennis 
picks apart UTEP 
Secondary highlights 'D' 
Women's Tennis 
The UCF women's tennis 
team improved to 10-4 on the 
season with a 7-0 victory over 
UTEP in Dallas on Saturday. 
The shutout was the Knights 
third of the season. 
Junior Jenny Frisell and 
sophomore Alexis Rodriguez 
rolled to an 8-1 victory over 
Dariya Abrakhmanova and 
Alexandra Glebova. Sopho-
mores Taylor Dubins and 
Andrea Yacaman defeated 
Marina DeLuca and Austin 
Lavallii, 8-4 
In singles action, . Frisell, 
Rodriguez, Yacaman and 
Dubins each recorded 
straight-set victories. Fresh-
man Jenna Doerfler defeated 
Glebova 7-6 (8-6), 6-7 (6-8), l-
o (10-7). Freshman Allison 
Hodges topped Ximena 
Fuentes, 6-2, 6-L 
The Knights played SMU 
on Sunday, but results ·were . 
not available by press time. . 
UCF will return home to 
play Stetson on Friday. 
Men's Tennis 
The UCF men's tennis 
team fell to 9-7 on the season 
after two tough road losses to 
ranked opponents iri Okla-
homa 
On Saturday, the 63rd-
ranked Knights fell 4-3 in a 
close match against No. 31 
Tulsa.1 UCF jumped to an 
early lead after claiming the 
doub1-:-s point In singles play, 
senior Marc Rocafort defeat-
ed No. 55 Marcelo Arevalo, 6-
3, 7-6 (4). Seni9r Brock Sakey 
topped No. 50 Ashley 
Watling, 6-3, 1-6, 6-4. 
"The coaching staff is very 
proud of the way we battled 
today;" head coach Bobby 
Cashman said in a press 
PLEASE SEE TRACK ON AlO 
Robinson, Miller 
lead UCF defense 
RYAN BASS 
Sports_Editor 
With the loss of former 
UCF stars Torell Troup, 
Travis Timmons and 
Jarvis Geathers on the 
defensive line and the 
graduation of linebacker 
Corey Bogue, the UCF 
defense will have a little bit 
of a makeover this season. 
Here is a preview of 
that defense: 
Defensive Line 
Redshirt senior Wes 
Tunuufi Sauvao and red-
shirt freshman Frankie 
Davis will have to carry 
the load on the defensive 
Jine left by the 6-foot-3, 
314-pound Troup. The 
good news is they will be 
helped by the return of the 
defense's star, Bruce 
) 
MELISSA CHADBOURNE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Knights' defense will look for its youth to step up to replace Torell Troup, 
Travis Timmons,Jarvis Geathers and Corey Hogue's production from 2009. 
Miller. The reigning Con-
ference USA Defensive 
Player of the Year, Miller 
finished fifth in the nation 
in total . sacks with 13 and 
was 18th in the nation with 
tackles for loss with 18. 
Miller's production will 
be huge on the line to help 
the development of the 
young Davis, who's 6-foot-
2, 291-pound frame fits 
well for speed on the line. 
David Williams, a redshirt 
senior, will provide experi-
ence on the opposite end 
of Miller. He finished last 
season with 27 tackles and 
six tackles for loss. 
The interesting part 
will be to see how the 
younger players do, mainly 
Victor Gray and the 
incoming recruits. Gray, a 
DT, has been praised by 
the coaching staff in the 
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Duffy extends 
hitting streak 
Linam, Young look to replace Hogue 
FROM A9 
his hitting streak to 20 
games, the third longest in 
UCF history. Overall, Duffy 
went 5 for 12 in the series 
with one homerun. 
Ronnie Richardson was 
2 for 2 with a double, a 
walk, and two stolen bases. 
UCF was outscored in 
the final two games of the 
series 13-3, despite collect-
ing IS hits. 
UCF fell to 18-12 on the 
year after its second con-
ference series of the sea-
son. The Knights won the 
first game in both C-USA 
series, before dropping the 
final two contests. 
The Knights will look to 
WILLIAM PERRY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Chris Duffy extended his hitting 
streak to 20 games vs. UAB Saturday. 
rebound Tuesday when 
they have a non-confer-
ence matchup against in-





"The Doctor Is Always In" 
Urgen_t Care Medical Services 
Provided' By Board Certified Physicians. 
No Appointment Necessary. 
11550 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817 
407 • 282-2044 
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm 
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm 
Open Most Holidays 
UniversityWalkin.com 
. :ri.:tost Insurances Accepted 
(Located less than 1 mile from UCF, 
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.) 
FROM A9 
past for his athleticism 
off the line. Incoming 
freshman Andrew Rice 
and LeBrandon Richard-
son will also get some 
looks as freshman 
Linebackers 
The Knights lost lead-
ing tackler Hogue, who 
had 103 a season ago, but 
there will be experience 
as far as the starters go. 
Everything revolves 
around the production of 
Derrick Hallman. The 
senior was second on th~ 
team with 85 tackles last 
season -and also picked 
off one pass and recov-
ered three fumbles. Hall-
man's energy and upbeat 
play should rub off on the 
other guys around him. 
Josh Linam and DJ 
Williams will fill out the 
middle linebacker spots 
' for the Knights. Linam 
had 14 tackles last season 
and mainly saw time on 
special teams, while DJ 
Williams didn't record a 
tackle last season. It will 
be crucial for them to 
work together to replace 
Rogue's production. 
Opposite Hallman 
will be seniors Lawrence 
Young and senior trans-
fer Michael Dominguez. 
Young was third on the 
team in tackles with 78 
and played in 12 of the 
Knights' 13 games last . 
year. He also had 11 tack-
les for loss and recovered 
two fumbles. 
The other interesting 
name is Dominguez, who 
transferred from FIU in 
the offseason. The red-
shirt senior has 
impressed coaches with 
his work ethic and they 
hope that he can transfer 
that hard work to the 
playing field. As a sopho-
more in 2007 for the 
Golden Panthers, he was 




means another year of 
experience, and that's 
exactly where this UCF 
secondary stands. As far 
as the cornerback posi-
tion is concerned, sopho-
more Josh Robinson 
comes in a year stronger 
after a stellar freshman 
season. He set a fresh-
man record with six 
interceptions, with those · 
coming in consecutive 
games. He was named to 
the First Team Freshman 
All-America team and 
PAYMENT SYSTEMS 
is coming to downtown Orlando! 
Mon Apr 5th thru Wed Apr 7th 
Interviewing in downtown Orlando 
Headquartered in Los Angeles, PAYMENT SYSTEMS is expanding into 
the Orlando market. We provide merchant credit card and equipment 
leasing services to businesses all over the United States at wholesale 
prices, and we're looking for HIGH·ENERGYoutside sales reps who want 
to build their sales career with an opportunity to travel and succeed with a 
fast,growing and FU~ company. wantto earn ss? 
WanttotraN!eP. s Avgout ofthegate s 
Airfare and hotel ~ commission is S4-5k/mo! 
accommodation~ are paid 
by the company! NO OUTSIDE SALES EXPERIENCE IS NECESSARY. 
\'fam: prese;t;ippts? We will train the right people; attitude and a 
Our in-house call centers desire to reach your dreams are all you need. 
rovide 3-5confirmed 10 to 15 applicants will be selected to attend a 
pointmentsperdayfor t d t . . Tlw & F · A ·1 ath & t h s selling in ~he field. wo- ay raining on rs n prr 9 . 
Email abentley@paymentsystemscorp.com or call (804) 384-9181 
www.paymentsystemscorp.com 
was also fifth on the team 
in tackles with 69. 
ity of the playing time. 
Baldwin, a senior free safe-
ty, registered 32 tackles last 
season and broke up seven 
passes. The player to 
watch is Ishmael at strong 
Opposite Robinson will 
be redshirt senior Emery 
Allen with A.J. Bouye 
backing him up. Allen was 
limited last season with a 
foot injury, which opened 
the door for Bouye to get 
some playing time as a 
true freshman. Bouye 
played in 10 games for the 
Knights and showed signs 
of playmaking ability. 
. safety, who had a very 
good freshman season. He 
has a nose for the football, 
recording 70 tackles last 
year along with an inter-
ception and a sack. 
As far as the safeties go, 
Kemal .Ishmael· and Darin 
Baldwin will get the i:najor-
Both are backed up by 
Reggie Weams, who had 
24 tackles in 2009 and Jar-
rett Swabby, who didn't see 
any playing time last year. 
Track sets records 
FROM A9 
release. "It was the most . 
complete match we have 
played all year. We were 
one point short today, but 
we are looking forward to 
continuing to work hard 
the next two weeks and 
prepare for the confer-
ence tournament." 
· Friday, UCF dropped a 
5-2 contest against No. 49 
Oklahoma State. The 
Knights lone doubles win 
came at the No. 2 spot. 
Sophomore Joe Delinks 
and senior Johan Beigart 
defeated Eric West and 
Anton Bobytskyi, 9-8 (1). 
Beigart also recorded a 
singles victory. Sakey fell 
at the No. l singles spot to 
No: 14 Oleksandr 
Nedovyesov, 6-3, 6-2. 
UCF will face rival 
USF on Saturday in 
Tampa 
Women's Track 
The UCF women's 
track team traveled to 
Gainesville this weekend 
to compete in the Florida 
Relays. Four Knights set 
personal records at the 
event. 
The team competed in 
relay events on Saturday. 
Sophomores Sheila Paul 
and Aisha-Maree Fraizer 
and juniors Champelle 
Brown and Carley Dart . 
finished in second place 
in the 1600 sprint medley. 
Their time of3:53.68 was a 
half-second shy of the 
school record. Junior 
Tomika Story finished 
14th in the triple jump 
with a mark of, 12.01 
meters. 
Dart recorded her first 
sub-2:10 time of the sea-
son in the 800-meter run. 
Her time of 2:09.83 put 
her in sixth place for the 
event. Senior Jamie 
Rzepecki recorded a per-
sonal best time of 11;02.66 
in the 3,000-meter 
steeple. Senior Erica 
Weitz and junior Ocean 
Cohen also recorded their 
first sub-18:00 times and 
personal bes'ts in the 
5,000-meter ;run. Cohen 
shaved almost 23 seconds 
off her previous best with 
a 17:57.14 finish, Weitz cut 
13 seconds off of her pre-
vious time with a 17:52.96 
finish. 
The Knights will travel 
south to compete in the 
Miami Elite Invitational 
on Sunday. 
- NICOLE SAAVEDRA 
A Friend Dies. Who · Cares?~ 
~ Toxic drinking is an epidemic on 
-
' ~ 
campuses all across America. 
a 
It means consuming so much alcohol · 
the drinker passes out. But while "sleeping 
it off," the victim may be quietly dying. 
When you come right down to it, students 
themselves are the best ones to tackle 
this problem. So, in growing numbers, 
Stony Brook students have joined together 
·, 
J 
in the Red Watch Band movement. 
Working with_ experts, they fine-tuned a 
course in techniques to handle these . 
alcohol emergencies. Red Watch Band 
members can act fast, when every second 
counts. They know the quick steps they ;:i; N 
0 
gi 
can take to rescue a passed-out student gi t 
from a drinking death, and can immediately ci ~ 
~ 
summon professional help. Everyone i 
~ 
completing the course is given the I 
,:: 
distinctive red watch for identification. 8. C. 0 .a 
g 
Since its inception at Stony Brook ~ 1.i 
1 University in March 2009, approximately ~ 
~ 
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c · Pirates sweep UCF, extend scoreless innings streak 
i· CARLOS PINEDA 
Staff Writer 
;' A year ago, the UCF 
Knights were held to 'no 
runs on eight hits as . they 
~· were swept by East Caroli-
•· na on the road 
The dry spell extended 
to 42 innings over the week-
end, as the Pu-ates (20-12, 5-
1 in Conference USA) 
swept the Knights once 
again, dropping UCF to 22-
,,_J. 16 on the season and 7-4 in 
conference play. 
On Saturday, East Caroli-
na needed little time to con-
tinue its dominance over 
UCF with a 6-0 victory. The 
Knights fell to 2-15 in the all-
, time !leries. 
'We seemed to be flat on 
offense the whole week-
end," head coach Renee 
Luers-Gillispie said. 'We 
just have to keep moving 
forward now, focus on what 
is next for us and put this · 
weekend behind us." 
UCF trailed 1-0 after a 
fielding error scored one 
run in the top of the first 
inning. A three-run·home-
run from Charina Sumner 
. lifted East Carolina 4-0 in 
thethird · 
In the bottom of the 
fourth, with runners on sec-
ond and third and one out, 
the Knights could not take 
advantage. . 
Freshman Marissa 
Menendez and senior Ash-
leigh Cole recorded the last . 
two ou~ of the inning. 
An inning later, UCF 
loaded the bases with two 
outs, but a strikeout from 
senior Hillary Barrow 
ended the frame and the 
Knights last chance to score 
in the game. 
The Pirates plated runs 
in the sixth and seventh 
inning, extending the lead 
to 6-0. UCF tallied five hits 
and produced two errors in 
the game. 
Cole pitched six innings 
and gave up five runs on 
five hits, picltjng up her 
ninth loss of the season. 
Tori Paisley, C-USA Co-
Pitcher of the Week, contin-
ued her superiority over the 
Knights, keeping them 
scoreless in her .last six 
appearances versus UCF. 
"Paisley was just playing 
with us and setting us up for 
her pitches," Luers-Gillispie 
said. "Instead, we should 
have been looking to force 
her into an uncomfortable 
J- ' 'i 1• 4 I ; . .,,_ -".,_ , j _, _ _ J _I t}.. _/'· '_, ' __,; ' 
pitch by being patient and 
looking for a good pitch to 
hit." 
On Friday, UCF held 
East Carolina to just two 
runs in each game of the 
doubleheader. 
Sissy Jimenez gave the 
Pir~tes a 1-0 lead with an 
RBI single down the right 
field line. 
Junior Tiffany Lane dou-
bled to left center field in 
the fifth inning to set up the 
Knights with a scoring 
opportunity. Lane moved 
over to third base on a sac 
bunt from Menendez but a 
foul out from Cole closed 
the inning. 
A homer from Kaui Tom 
in the top of the sixth 
clinched the victory for 
East Carolina. 
In the bottom of the 
sixth, UCF had bases 
loaded, but freshman 
Arielle . Palafox took the 
third strike, ending any 
potential scoring opportu-
nities for the Knights. 
Lane led off the final 
inning with her second 
double of the game but 
attempts to advance her to 
third base failed and Lane 
was stranded 
Cole was credited with 
the loss, giving up two runs 
on two hits in the start. Cole 
· struck out five but had trou-
ble with her control, hitting 
three Pirate players and 
walking five others. . 
The matchup in the sec-
ond game did not see a 
score until the eighth 
inning. Back-to-back singles 
from Vanessa Moreno and 
Cristen Aona scored two 
runs to give ECU a 2-0 lead 
In the bottom of the fifth, 
the Knights had the bases· 
loaded with two outs, but 
senior Hillary Barrow lined 
out to third base for the 
third out. 
UCF then had runners 
on first and second in the 
bottom of the eighth inning 
with one out but consecu-
tive strikeouts from Menen-
dez and freshman Sam 
Soltis finished off the ganie. 
After the game, Luers-
Gillispie was not available 
for an interview. 
"Right now they have a 
mental edge over us," assis-
tant coach Stephanie Best 
said following the second 
game about hitting in key 
situations. 'We just need to 
execute, there is no other 
explanation for it." 
-
0
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OUR STANCE 
Pope should speak 
about scandals 
H ow tqe Catholic silence on the scandal does Church is handling not seem wise. Insulting the 
the latest round of media doesn't seem wise 
sexual abuse scandals, which either. 
includes blaming the media, Even if you are not 
is embarrassing. Catholic and don't follow the 
In Vatican City on Sun- news you are probably 
day, Angelo Sodano, a cardi- aware that this is not the 
nal and the dean of the Col- first time the Catholic 
lege of Cardinals stood Church has faced claims of 
before Pope Benedict XVI to , ·rampant sexual abuse. 
give a speech of support. Implying that the media is 
According to The New leading a smear campaign is 
York Times, Sodano said not only wrong but also fool-
"Holy Father, the people of ish. 
God are with you, and do We are not sure who the 
not let themselves be Catholic Church thinks is 
impressed by the gossip of naive _enough to believe that 
the moment, by the chal- the media made up th~ 
lenges that sometimes strike claims of pedophile priests 
at the community ofbeliev- from people j.n Germany, 
ers." Austria, Switzerland, the 
But Sodano is wrong. Netherlands, France and the 
Many of the people of God, United States. 
we are assuming he meant Perhaps if this all had not 
Catholics, are enraged that happened so many ~es · 
another scandal.over sexual before, people would be 
abuse and the cover-ups. angrier at the media for tar-
Some are calling for the nishing the church's good 
pope's r~signation, which reputation. 
clearly shows that they are Except the church does 
not in support of the pontiff. not have one. In June of 
Advising the pope, who 2002 the.U.S. Conference of. 
has not publicly addressed Catholic Bishops agreed to 
the topic, to continue his bar pedophile priests from 
acting as clerics but did not 
ban them from the priest-
hood. 
As a follow up to the 
decades-long abuse in the · 
United States, Benedict met · 
victims of sexual abuse in 
April 2008. Although the . 
U.S. Catholic Church has 
paid more than $2 billion 
dollars in settlements to vic-
tims of abuse since 1992, the 
.. pope needed to visit victims 
to calm the anger felt by 
Catholics in America 
This. plan worked to 
boost the pope's reputation 
for a bit, but with this new 
set of scandals those victims 
are gossiping, to use the 
word the Catholic Church 
keeps throwing around. This 
week, National Public Radio 
interviewed' some of the vic-
tims who met Benedict. 
They spoke about how 
annoyed they are to see the 
same problem resurface. 
The problem of 
pedophile priests is one that 
can be fixed. Keeping silent 
and blaming understandably 
outraged individuals does 
not seem like the firsf step 
toward a solution, though. 
Bullying like this 
can't be ign~red 
are raising. 
MORNIN' BRO, HAPPY EASTER. 
HOPE YOU DON'T MIND, I DRANK 
THE RE$T OF THE EASTER EGG NOG. 
ARE YOU SERIOUS?! 
· !M REALLY SORRY. I SHOULD 
HAVE ASKED. 
JUST BECAUSE IT HAS 'EGG' ON IT 
DOESN'T MEAN ITS FOR EASTER, 
THA rs FROM THE X·MAS PARTY. 
\ 
· ZACH GREATHOUSE / CENTRAL f[ORIDA FUTURE 
Finals induce f eaf 
in study· groups 
The ticking is audi-
ble. 
'- Yes, I think my 
eardrum has, once 
again, been replaced 
with a wind-up cymbal 
playing tin monkey. The · 
clock is ticking - like 
the white rabbit's - his 
pocket watch tucked 
Shalimar on the 
. other hand is probably 
shooting for the Queen 
of Hearts. She once had 
someone unjustifiably 
escorted out of Barnes 
& Noble just because 
she wanted to sit in his 
chair. 
just inside his waistcoat LACY PAPADEAS 
Last semester, a few 
days before finals were 
to commence, once we 
had found a study spot 
pocket, my white Black- · Guest Columnist 
Berry tucked just inside 
my-brassiere. It's not ticking down 
the days to my death, yet. I won't 
be that morbid for a few more 
weeks .. It's currently the count~ 
down to finals. 
During spring break I went to 
g9 see the much anticipated Alice 
, in Wonderland with Johnny Depp. 
Lewis Carroll and his Wonder-
land, the reason for which I didn't 
do so well on my thermodynamics 
final last semester - as the space 
in my brain that should be 
reserved for technical expertise 
on ~bines and heat exchangers 
conducive to all our particular 
personalities (a feat in and of 
itself), we receive a text message 
from Meliss.l. that s~e's coming 
toe;,. This is perfectly fine with us, 
but then she mentions that she's 
. bringing someone ... and we freak 
out. We're barely nice to our 
friends at the end of the semester 
when we're cramming for finals 
- let alone welcoming to 
strangers! And just what exactly is 
this "friend" going to be con-
tributing anyway? 
Not much, if she's only just 
now looking for study partners. 
We have no time for babysitting in 
-0ur current state of affairs! I 




T he story of IS-year-old Phqebe Prince of · 
South Hadley, Mass. 
who killed herself earlier this 
year, is terrible. 
tion to discipline·these stu-
dents. They assign blame 
and enforce consequences 
when students don't foll0w 
instructions regarding home-
work or school projects. . 
No one said being a par-
ent was easy, and the ques-
tions that are now being · 
directed at .their kids would 
have been hard for these 
people. But they chose to be 
parents. It is just like when 
choosing to go to college or 
get married - you have to 
commit to the decision and 
the responsibility attached to 
it. 
is occupied by Alice in,Wonder-
land songs and trivia. And this 
new: movie didn't taint the image 
in the least. What it cti.d · do was 
lead ~e to the realization that my 
life in general is quite accurately 
portrayed in the movie, with the 
tea.party scene really hitting 
home. 
·~ ..... room. We only have one more ~ 
· It is an awful story 
because it could have been 
prevented. Something could 
have been done before this 
poor teenager felt so dis-
traugl:it that taking her life 
was an option. 
Prince's mother was 
aware that her daughter had · 
been stalked and harassed 
for months in person and 
online by her classmates. We 
find it hard to believe this ' 
mother did not try her hard-
est to help her daughter. 
Especially since all of the 
news reports explain how in 
addition to consoling her 
daughter, Prince's mother 
contacted school officials. 
We understand high 
school teachers are not paid 
nearly enough for the impor-
tant task they have, which is 
to help educate America's 
youth, but they should have 
done something. Having all 
been teenagers once, these 
educators should have 
· understood the need to eliin-
inate such stressful situations 
from their campus. 
Being around their stu-
dents and watching them 
interact with each other for 
hours five days out of the 
week puts them in the posi-
Arresting nine teenagers 
last week sent a message 
about bullying, but is it the 
right message? To arrest the 
teens but not discipline the 
teachers and school staff that 
were aware of the problem 
but did nothing seems coun-
terproductive. 
. We are not saying that 
these students should not 
. have been arrested or repri-
manded for their actions, but 
they ai:en't the only p eople 
who should carry the burden 
ofblame. · 
Parent.s of children doing 
the bullying also need to play 
a roll in it's prevention. Bully-
ing someone for months 
requires a trem~ndous 
amount of anger or disdain. 
The parents of these kids 
should have noticed their 
children tormenting others 
and stopped it. 
A recent theme in public 
· service announcements has 
been parents asking their 
kids the tough questions 
about drugs and alcohol 
There are other difficult 
·questions these parents 
should be quizzing their kids 
about to get a better under-
standing of the person they 
ON UCFNEWS.COM WHAT YOU ARE SAYING 
Perhaps the saddest part 
of the whole story, though, is 
the kids who live in South 
Hadley tl?at Emily Bazelon 
from Slate has been inter- · 
viewing while researching 
the developing story. 
Students told her that 
while the bullying Prince 
received was vicious and 
detrimental, it was consid-
ered normai. One girl told 
Bazelon "a lot of it was nor- . 
ma1 girl drama" and that the 
reason Prince was affected 
so strongly by it was because 
of her background. 
South Hadley should real-
ly think about this situation 
and if they want that type of 
reputation. They should 
decide if they want people 
scared to move there 
because their children treat 
each other terribly. 
. The teachers, parents and 
students should work to fix 
what is considered normal 
behavior. 
Just throw in a few textbooks, 
looming finals on the horizon, and 
engineering paper underneath the 
broken tea cups and saucers, and 
I'm the Mad Hatter, very good 
company, until someone says a 
trigger word that causes me to go 
into a rapt over some injustice in 
the world. In this cast, my study 
partner Kyle plays the anxious 
· March Hare. 
More than once over spring 
break I received a text message 
from him saying "lacyyyyyy I 
need the numbers for the 
hydraulics lab nooowww, 
ppllleeaasssee!" When we study 
you can b e sure to hear the occa-
siqnal scholastic outburst from 
our table, understood only by 
someone working on the same · 
exact problem. To somebody else, 
they may as well be asking, "Why 
is a raven like a writing desk?" 
Our other study partner, Shalimar, 
is most certainly the Queen of 
Hearts. 
I'm not exactly happy about 
t his realization. I would prefer to 
· be Lizzie in Pride and Prejudice, 
and Kyle I'm sure would prefer to 
be either one of the guys in Wed-
ding Crashers. 
ASF Budget passes ber of an RSO that has gone harassment allegations from Fubai: officials. 
senate with 41-0 vote 
through MSC Funding Board I guess Library is the only bar Obama received over $13 mil-
and FAO, it was easier, and we that ~ longevity in the UCF area lion in his campaign. 
planned more events on campus _; ANONYMOUS So, he and·~ongress increases 
Kaplan and Chism are right on because of the funding boards health care spending on a higher-
- IUKETHAT ... existence. Senator Katz is right. 
not lower curve, legalizes·abor-
tions, and doles out a few benefits 
· -ANONYMOUS (no way to cap premiums or pay-
I don't think he gets that more Ruinor based polls on-campus events would be fund- ments to providers in this pork). 
ed by SGA if those same organi- Scoop to close, don't cha_nge reality -ANONYMOUS 
· zations were to come in through 
convert to restaurant FAO or whatever that other one The health care graft and cor- What poll are y~u pulling 
was- ruption act of2010 gave 1 trillion these numbers from? 
- HAHAHASENATOR KAlZ. .. ID's will finish tanking, cut its of benefits over ten years to cqn- Who conducted it when? 
losses and close soon too, and we tributors who gave 1 billion in When? Where? 
The jokes on you. As a mem- will keep hearing the same sexual illegal donations to our elected - HUH? 
( 1' f {, p 
chair. Tell your·friend sorry.'.' But 
I'm too late - she and her friend 
have arrived. Melissa sits in the 
chair and the new girl sits on the 
floor. We really did only have one 
more chair, but if we had another 
one we would have hidden it. 
Shalimar and I are not happy in 
the least. She sends me a text, "I'm 
gonna be mean to her." Melissa· 
then asks out loud, ''.Are you guys 
texting each other?" So then we all 
text Melissa explaining ourselves 
and why we just simply can't have 
new people around - not now. 
Not when the dynamic has 
already been so fu:mly estab-
lished! She agreed but said she 
just couldn't tell her no, because 
Melissa, unlike Shalimar, Kyle, and 
I, doesn't live in a world written 
by a man having an epilepsy- . 
induced hallucination. She lives in 
a romantic comedy where the girl 
is even cuter under stress. 
· So when late April comes, if 
you see some friends and me in 
the muddy cedar treed swamp 
that surrounds the Student Union 
trying to fit head first into one of ' 
the turtle holes, all while Melissa 
is calling down to us, "Come on 
guys aren't.we going to study?" 
don't be surprised. · 
That's ju~t me ·and my favorite 
study group not dealing with the 
stress of finals very well. 
Man found 
dead near UCF 
That would be beyond twisted 
if it was someone's sick idea of an 
April Fool's joke_ 
- ANONYMOUS 
It's on the SentineL no joke. 
Sounds like just another day in 
the Greek Ghetto. 
- WAKEZONE 
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BARTENDERS WANTED. 
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Located Near Campus 
407-679-2700 
www.studentwork.com 
Males and females. 
Meet new friends! Travel! 




June to August. Residential. 
Enjoy our website. Apply on line 
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www.tripplakecamp.com ~ 
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*2400• Co-Ed Camp • Eight weeks 
Room and Board lncludecl'Get Paid to 
YI The Aorida Bks Youth Camp (FEYC) 
needs mate and female Sl!mmer Camp 
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC Is an 
overnight camp located off ol 
Highway 450 In umat111a, R. 
The camp runs from June 14th-August 7th 
Please contact Krys Ragland at 
800-523-1873 ext 251 or 
352-455-4287. 
H<>stDime 
hos.riog. ser.v-ers. solu~ons 
PT Qmre'OYe/Ei.-g Rep. 





Seemg PT studem's1D are 
for baby with special needs in 
home. FlexlJle schecUe bJt 
need c1epa dable, lovirg m 
caring lncividuals to assist 
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UCFiNE ORLANDO 
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fitness center, JmJS. 
Z300 Eax1 Ci: 407~1 
$425tro free t&1err1et 
~neg 001 ro:1 10 rril 
from l£F -954 937 12'23 
~ @~rel 
Last room avai. for elem, quiet 
and resp. senior or graduate 
sludent ln,immaculale ~ home 
111B' UCF. $400mo. + 1~ util 
No pas please. Aval~ 
Cell407-~ 
1 rron avai i'l 211 .5 f'bl.Snti<rg 
Female r,e#. $550kro. hd al 
~- 15 rril 1o UCF. AWA 
OON. CustarizBd lease <Mi. 
Cal 352-004-00Z3 
Sefrg Somettrg? With cu 85% 
su:x:ess rae. it's as gxxl as gone! 
www.kni;jllnewspap.lXllTiotiassil 
May J.n Ju.AL.g. -ANY OR ALL 
Rocrn, !riv. b., al anerilies at 
$495. 
t-IB, respor,sij3, elem 
g-gei1ane9@tcimai.am 
Roons for rent in 6 
bed'lxm h:Jme M cny. Berm 
UCF. $5rotro. rd htanet, -
Qi::Ae, t.dties, WfiJ, cishwasher, 
cormuity p;,d. rl'mY<fd 
SBM:e, pestcortrol. 1 011 avai 
OON. Rooms avail 2010'11 ochxJI 
yr~~ 1st Cal 407-676-





FOlmal, Cockllil, Brides, 




Strong work ethic and excellent 
communication skills. Fun and fast paced 
· environment.15 to 25 hrs per week. 
Ho~rly base plus commissi·on. 
(rotral Jlllriba. 31tture 
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400 Services B 
5!IO Annolmcements A 
600 Traver B 
700 Worship B 
800 Miscellaneous B 
900 Wanted B 
3 I 5 -
>-- I 
1 Bl 





2 I I 
' 7 ! 3 
5 i ' 
Rate A RateB Rate( 
First issue: $9 $J.3 $J.9 
Each addl issue: $6 59 $J.3 
• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line 
• Offering a successful average return of over 85% 
• Reaching UCf and East Orlando, multiple publication 
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs 
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Cl Puzzles by Pappocom 
Fill in the grid so 
that every row, 
column and 3x3 box 
contains the digits 1 






Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 Noun fo llowers, 
often 
6 Marinara sauce 
brand 
11 Was introduced to 
14 TuSk material 
15 "The Ant and the 
Grasshopper" 
author 
16 Lennon's widow 
17 Hockey attempt 
that only the 
goar,e is allowed 
to try to stop 
19Eerie 
20 Ancient Athens 
foe 
21 On the ocean 
22 Windpipe · 





31 Punk rod< 
offshoot 
32 Firefighter's tool 
33 Hannah 
Montana's 




36 Aliens, briefly 
38Stretchy 
synthetic 
42 Rise and fall 
44 _ -bitsy 
46 Trendy 
47 Crisp cookie 
5 1 Five-timeA.L 
batting champ 
Boggs 
52 1955 Platters htt 
53 Waterproof fabric 
55 Daybreak • 
56 Be<;ome extinct 
58 Have a balance 
59 Narrow victO<y, 
or a feature of 
17-, 29- and 47. 
Across 
64 "That _ closer 









By Todd McClary 
DOWN 
1 Celebrity, briefly 
2 Adam"s partner 





5 Graceful wom an 
6 Wor1<e r's reward 
7Taketteasy 
8 F"s musical 
equivalent 
9 Sticky stuff 
10 Choose (to) 
11 _ pork: C hinese 
dish served wtth 
thin pancakes 
12 Win the love of 
13 So far 
18 Wor1<out regimen 
21 Nervous 
22 Wearying journey 
23 ltalia's capital 
24From _ : 
completely 
26 lend a hand 
27 How a persona 




35 Oelive,y doc 
37 Beginning phase 
4/5,'10 
- - -
S 0 .Ls 0 I N 3 •s .Ls 3 N 
)( 3 3 ll • 3 )(.,, ,. ll 3 .L .L 0 
.,, s l 3 .L I l .,, • '! :; ll 3 /I 
3 N 0 Z A'!/ M 'i MO .L . .,, s .,, 
.L I .L .,, 3 S• -s 3 S 0 d •• ·--- l H .,, .L s• ll 0 3 .L 3 Ill d n 0 S •N .,, d s• 0 0 0 Ill '!/ 
ll ll ,. .L n 0 l M'!/ a• 0 0 3 
'!/ H s.,, s• Ill 3 3 0 • .L ,I.,, ll 
3 .L n d 3 0 •A s s I s• ---- Ills I 3 0 - 3 ll 3 H O '!/ S 3 ,. ~ l 3 S AH .L , '!/ 3 H 
3 .L n, ~ . N I H .L . l l 0 d 
o n 0 l .,, . 0 H 0 3 . .,, l O l 
0 0 SI a• H l .,, 8 • l .,, Ill.,, 
Last issue solved 
39 Online dialogue 
40 Perform in a 
rodeo, e.g. 
41 High point 
43 62,Down sib 
45 Mad magazine 
specialty 
47 Drop 
48 Kind of 
49 LA. Dodgers' 
division 
50 Puzzle with 
number squares 
51 Moist towelette 
54 Dig sites 
57 Discussion 
point 
59 Rice Krispies 
sound 
60 Holbrook of "Into 
the Wild" 
61 Nev. neighbor • 
62 43-Down Sib 
63 Cast party 
braggart, 
pertiaps 
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